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DOWN . . . DOWN ON THE FARM: Farmers are not as resilient
as some may believe. Suicide rates and depression are high.
Thankfully, people like Ken and Sue Ballantyne are willing to
share their story; farmers Doug Avery and Neil Bateup are
there to help and new initiatives like Farmstrong, are trying
to combat it. STORIES P2-P9, P15-16.
PLUS . . . Locals combine skills to build new trailer unit P10-11 & Professor
Jacqueline Rowarth tells us farmers’ belts are already tight. P12-13.
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Keeping farmers in good shape

When times
are tough...
THE new FMG /Mental Health Foundation initiative ‘Farmstrong’ launched at this
year’s NZ National Fieldays in June has
brought the health and wellbeing of farmers
back into the spotlight.
Contrary to many media reports that cite
farmers as ‘strong, resilient types’ seeming
able to bounce back from droughts, debt
and the mercy of world commodity markets
in a single bound, this project aims to help
farmers who aren’t great at taking care of
their own wellbeing.
It also aims to shift the focus from depression and illness to proactive steps farmers
can take to look after themselves, their families and their farming businesses.
In this issue of the North King Country
Farmer we speak with an ex-local farmer
who, after a suicide attempt, now helps others find their way out of depression.
We thank Ken and Sue Ballantyne for
sharing their story with us.
We also talk with others assisting in the
fight to ensure that farming communities
recognise the signs, know where to go for
help, what that help can consist of and how
to be resilient in tough times.

A NEW initiative to promote wellbeing for New Zealand farmers and
growers was launched in June.
Farmstrong is a joint initiative
between rural insurer FMG and the
Mental Health Foundation of New
Zealand.
It’s hoped the programme will help
shift the focus of mental health from
depression and illness to wellbeing.
In its first year, Farmstrong aims to make a positive difference to the lives of 1000 farmers.
FMG chief executive Chris Black says: “Farmstrong will help
highlight that farmers are the most important asset on the farm
and, that by taking proactive steps to look after their mental
and physical heath, they’re better prepared to run their business
and support their family, staff and community.”
RESEARCH
Research shows that farmers are great at looking after stock
and equipment but often neglect their own needs.
In a recent online survey, farmers identified wellbeing and
quality of life as being top of mind and said they wanted more
information on how to look after themselves.
Using Farmstrong’s website, farmers can access practical
tools and resources to take care of themselves, with information on topics such as nutrition, managing fatigue, exercise, the
importance of getting off the farm and coping with pressure.
It will also help farmers connect with each other and share
experiences via its social media channels, through regional
farmer ambassadors and by attending local events such as Dr
Tom Mulholland’s Healthy Thinking workshops, and Farmstrong’s support of the Fit4Farming Cycle Tour.
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“In the same way that farmers have
a system for milking cows or shearing
sheep for example, they need a practical system to keep themselves in good
shape too,” says Chris.
“By having this they’ll likely feel better, improve productivity and be better
prepared to handle the ups and downs
of farming.”
BEHAVIOURAL CHANGES
Mental Health Foundation chief executive Judi Clements
says: “Just making small behaviour changes over a period of time
can help support big improvements in our mental and physical
wellbeing. Every farmer’s performance is affected by their level
of health, fitness and happiness. We’re not born knowing how
to maintain these – we need to actively practise strategies that
will improve our mental health.
“Farmstrong will help show farmers how they can do this.”
FUNDING
Farmstrong funding has been provided by FMG and the charity Movember, via the Mental Health Foundation.
“As a catalytic funder of men’s health programmes globally,
the Movember Foundation is a proud co-funder of this groundbreaking collaborative programme,” ” says Robert Dunne, the
foundation’s NZ country director.
“We believe Farmstrong is an innovative and powerful programme that will build on the strength of NZ farmers and their
community.”
For more information, visit the website – farmstrong.co.nz;
facebook – facebook.com/FarmstrongNZ or via Twitter @FarmstrongNZ, twitter.com/Farmstrong_NZ

ATTENTION FARMERS
Do you struggle with
aches and pains

Do you struggle with aches and
pains? Do you suffer at a time
when you are at your busiest and
you can least afford your body to
fail you? For many farmers things
are hectic around the farm and
many of you will already have
niggly aches and pains that you are
hoping will disappear over time.

Take time out over the next few
weeks to sort your body out
before it makes your job more
difficult than it already is. The last
thing you need is those aches and
pains stopping you from working
at your best.
Phone Scott today to see how he
can help you feel better for longer.

Photographing the retina (back of the eye) is important in assisting detection
of Macular Degeneration and other eye diseases
89 Rora St, Te Kuiti
• t 07 878 8819
• 0800 878 8819

KEEP WELL THIS WINTER
Contact us for all your prescriptions, medicines and vitamin supplements.

PETER
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Pharmacist

AMBER-GAIL
WRIGHT
Pharmacy Technician

TRISH
WALKER
Pharmacist

CHLOE
WEBB
Pharmacist

BARBARA
JOHNSON
Retail Specialist

KIMBERLY
PARK
Retail Specialist

The local people you know and trust
p. 07 873 7294 a. 55 Maniapoto St, Otorohanga
p. 07 873 8581 a. 6 Hinewai St, Otorohanga

A: 27a Maniapoto St, Otorohanga
P: 07 873 7376

OTOROHANGA
SUPPORT HOUSE
WHARE AWHINA INC
120 Maniapoto St, Otorohanga • 07 873 8156

In need of support please contact:
Otorohanga Support House
07 873 8156
Counselling Services NKC
07 873 7676
Citizens Advice Bureau
07 873 7568

Supporting our farming community
in their health and wellbeing
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Feeling down . . .
down on the farm
By ROBBIE KAY

KEN and Sue Ballantyne – formerly of Aria – SHIFT TO ARIA
In 1996 the couple sold their Taupo farm and
were self-made farmers.
The Southland-born and bred couple, who mar- began their search for another property.
All Ken wanted to do was farm and when he
ried in 1979 and have three adult children, started
couldn’t find anything suitable he became severely
with nothing.
For years Ken worked hard on other people’s depressed.
“We had money in the
farms, had a shearing
bank,
but in my state of
run and a slink run and
“I always had too much work to do
mind
that
meant nothdid his time at the freezand it got on top of me. I felt I couldn’t
ing to me. I ended up in
ing works to build up
make any headway. . .
the mental health ward
their equity.
Things
got on top of me –
of Rotorua Hospital.
He also completed two
I wanted things to be perfect,
“And then we found
diplomas at Lincoln Unibut I just couldn’t do it.”
our 450ha farm at Aria.
versity.
It had good buildings but
Their dream was to
own a sheep and beef farm and in 1984, they drew was a bit run down so we put all our energy into
a 280ha Landcorp ballot block north of Taupo put- turning it around.”
ting down the $86,000 deposit they had saved with
AWARD WINNERS
a low interest loan of close to $500,000.
INTEREST HIKE
Then the Government changed and interest
rates rocketed putting huge pressure on ballot
farmers like the Ballantynes.
Even with their frugal lifestyle – they drew only
$600 a month – it looked like they had no chance
of staying on the land.
But Ken and others fought back.He won a revaluation of the farm and a reduction in his mortgage.
“We’d slaved 12 hours a day, seven days a week
for years and I was determined to stay on the farm
we’d worked so hard for,” Ken says.
“Sometimes we wondered why we were doing
it, but you’ve got to get beyond that feeling and
think positively.”
Supplementing the farm income by contract
shearing, reducing unprofitable meat production
(lamb prices had crashed) and increasing his wool
clip and cattle numbers, they managed to keep the
wolf from the door and make small, but consistent
gains.
Sue raised their three young children and ran
the farm while Ken was away shearing.
From time to time, all his adult life, Ken battled
bouts of what he calls “minor” depression.
“I always had too much work to do and it got
on top of me. I felt I couldn’t make any headway.
“Everything had to be perfect, which wasn’t
always achievable so I felt under a huge amount
of pressure.”

Within five years they had planted more than
8000 trees, built nine new ponds and dams, increased the troughs from three to 78, P readings
in the soil from four to 17, paddocks from 28 to 88,
created three kilometres of races and added 80ha
across the road.
Because of their strong work ethic, the farm
looked a picture.
In 2010, Ken and Sue were the supreme award
winners of the Horizons region Ballance Farm
Environment Awards.
“At the time we were achieving more than 140%
survival to sale and lamb liveweights of 40kg plus
– ‘Southland weights’,” says Ken.
But he paid a high price.
“Things got on top of me – I wanted things to be
perfect, but I just couldn’t do it.
“In hindsight, with 530ha and 5000 stock units
I should have employed labour, but we were trying
to do everything ourselves.
“We managed the work alright, but it was all the
little things like poorly swinging gates and crooked
fence batons, that got me down.”
BIPOLAR DISORDER
In 2007, Ken picked up a butcher’s knife and
walked into the bush.
He slashed his wrist then, for some unknown
reason, pulled back and managed to reach the
house.
TO P4

PRECISION HELICOPTERS LTD
KING COUNTRY
FOR ALL YOUR
AGRICULTURE REQUIREMENTS
BOOM SPRAYING
SPOT SPRAYING
GRANULAR FERTILISER
LIQUID FERTILISER
FINE PARTICLE & LIME SLURRIES
WILD ANIMAL CONTROL
MUSTERING
LIFTING
HUNTING TRIPS
SCENIC FLIGHTS
PILOT: DARRYL WILLIAMS – 021 797 740 • AFTER HOURS – 07 877 8787
EMAIL: DARRYL.WILLIAMS@PRECISIONHELICOPTERS.COM

REACH OUT: Deep depression drove retired Aria farmer Ken Ballantyne to attempt suicide

in 2007 when everything got on top of him. He urges anyone struggling with depression to
reach out for help. “You are in a living hell, but by talking to someone you can get help and
get well.”

Proud to support Farmstrong Initiative
in the North King Country community.
31 Maniapoto Street | Otorohanga
53 Mutu Street | Te Awamutu
Phone: 07 872 0560 | www.gallieniles.co.nz

OTOROHANGA
DENTAL SURGERY
 FREE DENTISTRY FOR 13–17 YR OLDS
 AFFORDABLE GENERAL & FAMILY
DENTISTRY

 CONVENIENT LOCATION
 EXTENDED HOURS
 ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
NEW PATIENTS WELCOME
PHONE US ON: 07 873 8824 • 0800 686 336
25 Haerehuka St, Otorohanga
www.ruraldental.co.nz
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Feeling down . . .
down on the farm
FROM P3
He was rushed to Waikato Hospital and 10 days
later committed to the Henry Bennett Centre for
people with acute mental illness where he was
diagnosed with bipolar disorder.
“When I was admitted I felt like I was in the
right place and that’s a feeling I’ll never forget,”
he says.
“It was like a huge weight off my shoulders.
“Of course, that was only the start of my recovery
and I went through considerable pain and suffering
before I got better.
“But I know now I am extremely fortunate to be
alive, enjoying a happy and fulfilling life.”
SURVIVAL SUPPORTERS
He puts his survival down to his loving family, especially his patient and steadfastly loyal
wife Sue, good friends and neighbours, some
understanding doctors and the excellent mental
healthcare system, particularly the Henry Bennett Centre.
The treatment for his disorder is ongoing.
In May 2013, Ken suffered a stroke that initially
left him unable to walk, talk or see properly.
Although he’s made a great recovery, he admits
the stroke “knocked the stuffing” out of him and
after evaluating their lifestyle the couple sold the

Aria farm last year and retired to a small property
at Tamahere just south of Hamilton.
OPEN DAY ‘OUTING’
Ken first “came out” about his mental illness and
attempted suicide in 2010 at his Ballance Farm
Environment Awards open day because he wanted
to encourage others who might be suffering from
depression to seek help.
At the time, he received several invitations to
speak to other groups and always welcomes phone
calls from people struggling with depression, but
hasn’t spoken publically on the issue for some
years.
He says with the challenges facing farmers today, particularly around product prices, the time
is right to broach the subject again.
“You can’t halve the payout overnight – with
possibly worse to come – and not have farmers
who can’t cover their costs feeling under extreme
pressure.”
A recent survey of 400 farmers showed high
stress levels – half want advice on how to manage
their work/life balance; a third need help managing
tiredness and fatigue; half had high blood pressure
and two-thirds had high cholesterol levels.
TO P5

Farmers send your cattle
to UBP and win!

SUPPORTIVE TEAM: Ken Ballantyne puts his survival down to his loving family, especially

his patient and steadfastly loyal wife Sue, wonderful friends and neighbours, understanding
doctors and excellent ongoing mental health care.
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Offer full inspection services
Effluent automation control systems
Specialists in dairy electrical systems
Very experienced team of electricians
Quality equipment and workmanship guaranteed

• Electrical design and automation systems for your
new dairy

A company that supports your local community
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and train apprentices
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FROM P4
“When someone is as depressed as I got, you think you’re
never going to get out of it,” says Ken.
“You are in a living hell. You think your family will be
better off without you. It’s just the way it is.
“Someone who is planning suicide will often suddenly
appear healthier because they’ve reached a decision and
are at peace with themselves.
“Unless you’ve been there, and managed to get out the
other side, it’s very hard to understand.
“What I try to tell people is, with the right help you can
get over it.
“Now I’m better I can see I would have ruined my family’s
lives if I’d taken my own.”
ARIA REACTION
When he came home from the Henry Bennett Centre he
faced another hurdle – fitting back into society.
Everyone in Aria knew what had happened.
Most people gathered round and supported the family
and even helped run the farm when he was ill.
He says they’ll never forget who offered assistance when
it was most needed.
There was another camp.
“It’s not so bad now, but 20 years ago there was a real
stigma against mental illness,” says Ken.
“Some people called me gutless.
“Sadly others crossed the street to avoid Sue and me.
“I don’t think they meant to be hurtful – they just didn’t
know what to say.”
He says in a small rural community the best way to break
down the stigma is to acknowledge the community member
who is recovering, leading a normal life and fitting back in.”
Ken says he shares his experiences to show that the severely mentally unwell can recover and lead normal lives.
He has recorded several radio interviews and he and Sue
appeared on Maori TV’s ‘Nutters Club’ with Mike King.
He greatly admires the work of Sir John Kirwan whom

he says has done more to highlight mental health issues
and has saved more lives than any other “Sir”.
He is also a strong advocate of the Rural Support Trust
for its practical “on the ground” support of farmers having
trouble.
SURE SIGN
Withdrawal from the world is a sure sign of mental illness.
“I couldn’t face people when I was very sick,” says Ken.
“I would have hidden in the grass rather than talk to a
neighbour on the roadside and I couldn’t answer the phone
or go off the farm.
“I just wanted to curl up and sleep until it all went away.
You can’t get out of bed to do anything.”
He says anyone feeling like that must talk to someone
or see a doctor who will listen carefully to what’s going on.
WIVES & PARTNERS
He also believes wives and partners are the key because
they are much better than men at talking about feelings.
If a wife is worried about her husband’s mental health
and can’t convince him to see a sympathetic doctor who’s a
good listener, she needs to tell the doctor herself he says.
And Sue agrees.
When Ken tried to commit suicide, she didn’t see it coming, although she knew he wasn’t well and was in deep
shock.
She advises other women in the same situation not to
give up, to keep looking for help and answers.
“It’s very hard to see someone you love suffer. I think Ken
always hoped tomorrow would be better, but it didn’t happen, so we had to try to make him realise he needed help.”
SUICIDE RATE
Ken is regularly phoned by farmers suffering from depression. He listens, shares his experiences if that’s what they
want, and encourages them to get medical help.

He gets terribly upset when he hears about a suicide – he
knows it could have been prevented with proper intervention.
The New Zealand suicide rate is double that of the road
toll and, in most cases, it is preventable if people can get
help.
Ken would like to see professionals who visit farms or
work with farmers, such as vets, bank managers, rural
suppliers, insurance agents and stock and station agents
receive some training on the signs of depression and how
to listen helpfully to someone with depression.
“Not that they should be responsible for taking action,”
he says
“But when they see stressed behaviour that troubles
them, at least they could ask the question: “Are you okay
mate?”, or ask the person’s wife or partner if they’re okay.
“And, just like the “old days”, neighbours need to keep
an eye on neighbours.”
DOING THE 101 JOBS
These days Ken is busier than ever running a small business helping lifestylers maintain their blocks.
He’s fencing, hanging gates, shearing small mobs, drenching – happily doing 101 jobs “townies” can’t and his tractor
is rarely in the shed.
And he’s flat out as a volunteer helping a group of refugees from Eritrea – north of Ethiopia and west of Sudan
– find employment.
“You think you’ve got problems integrating into society
once you’ve had mental problems?” he says wryly.
“Try doing it as a Muslim immigrant.
“These guys have nothing and they’re really motivated to
do well, but it’s a challenge getting employers to consider
them.
“But I’m not giving up. I love helping people.
“And I like making a difference.”
Ken and Sue can be contacted in the strictest confidence
by phoning 07 843 3168 or email ksballantyne@xtra.co.nz
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Animal Health
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On-farm service and advice
Animal health products
Sheep and cattle scanning
Animal health planning
Small animal clinic
X-Ray and ultrasound
Pet supplies
Puppy preschool classes

(Formerly Jo Watson Law Office)

rELaTIonShIP ProPErTY

Who better to tell you about this than the one who lost
out because I didn’t know what my rights were.
After three years of living together in a de facto or married
relationship I didn’t know that:
• What I bought to the relationship and used for the benefit of the
relationship would be considered relationship property and they
would likely receive half of all of it;
• You don’t have to be sleeping together to be considered in a de
facto relationship;
• Half of their debts could be mine to pay;
• If I inherited money and used it to do up our house or for the
benefit of the relationship that they could actually get half of it;
• I could stop them from claiming a right to half of my inheritance if I
kept it completely separate;
• They could take half of all my furniture, some of which are antiques;
• If I set up a trust to protect what’s mine during our relationship they
can undo that;
• If I write a will leaving my assets to my children or others, under the
law they can undo that; and
• If I had done a ‘pre-nup’ they would not have received any of my
stuff and I wouldn’t have had to pay a lawyer to try to stop them.

‘Call me and I will share more’
Kerry Queenin

53 Moa St • Piopio • P: 07 877 8106 • F: 07 877 8262
32 Taupiri St • Te Kuiti • P: 07 878 8137 • F: 07 877 8138

RuRal, Residential and CommeRCial tRansaCtions • Relationship pRopeRty
• Wills and enduRing poWeRs of attoRney • family tRusts and estate planning • employment laW

7 Tuhoro ST, oTorohanga │ 07 873 8070 │ kerry@qlaw.co.nz
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The warning signs

Getting help

• Loss of energy, constant tiredness
• Loss of enjoyment in favourite activities
• Persistent worrying about little things
• Sleeping difficulties despite exhaustion
• Skin itches or rashes for no reason
• Shallow breathing, shortness of breath
• Excessive drinking, gambling, drugs
• Feeling irritable, hopeless or tearful
• Inability to concentrate or make decisions
• Sadness even in happy times
• Loss of appetite, weight
• Avoidance of people, places and events
• Feeling totally worthless
• Negativity
• Lack of sex drive
• Waking up soaked in sweat
Warning signs of bipolar
disorder:
• Dramatic mood swings
• Increased energy
• Excessively high mood
• Unrealistic belief in one’s abilities
• Poor judgement
• Spending sprees
• Feelings of guilt, worthlessness,
helplessness
• Suicidal thoughts
• Similar signs as for
depression

• How can you manage your feelings of
depression?
• Talk to someone you trust about your worries – a
friend or counsellor
• Go to a doctor who understands mental illness
– you may need a referral to a mental health
professional
• Set goals you can reach
• Eat well – fresh foods and a balanced diet
• Make time for family and friends
• Exercise – do something you enjoy
• Take a break off the farm for a few hours or a day
• Put fun and laughter back into your life
• Sleep well
• How can you help someone with depression?
• Offer to lend a hand with a task on the farm
• Have the courage to raise your concerns with
them
•Encourage them to talk about what’s troubling
them
• Listen with a quiet, non-judgmental ear. Be
encouraging and empathetic
• Put aside your own problems while you listen
• Never cross the street to avoid someone with a
mental illness
• Encourage the depressed person to get help –
go to the doctor with them
• Help them take hope. They are not alone.
They will get through this.
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A light at the end of the tunnel
By ROBBIE KAY

SIXTEEN years ago after successive and prolonged droughts Marlborough farmer Doug Avery was tired,
depressed and at his wits’ end.
His farm, bank account and hope
were destroyed.
He’d almost given up trying to
make a living off the 1500ha farm
that has been in his family for almost
100 years. In desperation, Doug attended a seminar about lucerne – it
changed the Avery family’s future.
Today the farm – Bonvaree – is a
model of farming successfully with
conditions, instead of opposed to
them.
RESILIENCE
To help inspire farmers who know
they need to change, but don’t know
how, Doug took his story ‘Beyond
Reasonable Drought’ on the road.
“Farmers face all sorts of pressures,” he says.
“To survive we need to be constantly learning and we need to be
resilient, not just bouncing back, but
bouncing forward.”
His success story morphed into
what he describes as the “most re-

warding journey of my life”.
He realised there were hundreds
of farmers like himself who needed to
learn resilience around what he calls
the “three pillars” – financial, environment and social – so he created
the ‘Resilient Farmer’ roadshow series, which supports farmers through
their own journeys of change as they
meet new challenges.
“Farmers focus on the health of
their land, stock and bank balance,
but rarely consider their own health
is important,” says Doug.
“We’ve never been taught how to
look after our wellbeing so we just
soldier on.
“Blokes feel admitting they’ve got
a problem is a weakness.
“Yet in New Zealand we are twice
as likely to die from our own hand as
in a motor accident.
“Men are three times more likely to
die than women, and rural men are
twice as likely again.
“And below the tragedy of suicide is
a huge pyramid of depression which
we need to address.”
He is taking his ‘Resilient Farmer’
message throughout New Zealand
and has created a website, newsletter, blog, email mentoring and videos

RESILIENT FARMER: Having been at his wits’ end after successive droughts Doug Avery feels fortunate that, since he
disclosed his own mental illness, people ring him for confidential help. “People feel more comfortable telling you about their
depression when they know you’ve been there. There are quite a few of us out there who, at some stage of our lives, have got
into a bit of a struggle.”
(one features Sir John Kirwan) to help farmers
change their “state of play and their thinking”.
Since he disclosed his own “frailty”, he says he’s

Te Awamutu Office
15 Albert Park Drive

come face to face with an awful lot of people who’ve
also have been through depression.
TO P8
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A light at the end of the tunnel
FROM P7
“I’m now very aware of so many people
who’ve had bad patches and one way or the
other learned the skills of how to manage
their lives through that dark place and become highly productive, as I have myself,”
he says.
“Every person has different needs and
thankfully, there’s a multitude of support
out there now.
“Some will watch a video and recognise
themselves or a mate they’re worried about
and be prompted to ask that mate if he’s
okay.”
He says men have not been good at expressing their emotions or admitting they’re
“a bit crook”.
So he’s pleased to see a softening of those
attitudes making it okay to speak up.
SIR JOHN
Doug joined forces with Sir John who
fronted the National Depression Initiative
launched in 2006.
“He was an average All Black and coach,
but in my view, is the greatest knighthood
of all time,” says Doug.
“He’s a sensational guy and through his
mental health work he’s probably saved
more lives than anyone else.
“When he made his public disclosure

about suffering from depression hundreds
of people immediately felt they could safely
connect with him.”
Today, total strangers ring Doug at all
hours to download, as if he’s been a friend
for years.
“People need to connect with someone
who is capable of just listening to them,’”
he says.
“When people bottle stuff up it becomes
twice as big. My simple advice to a farmer
who is at the end of his tether, is share your
emotions with someone.
“You have to find somebody, preferably
someone who has been through the mill,
to listen.”
Doug says 80% of the people who connect
with him, finish about an hour of unloading
asking him not to say anything to their family, because they don’t want to be thought
stupid.
He is very supportive of women who have
the courage to ring someone for help when
their husband or partner is “on the edge”.
“It is very important for women to take
that step because often rural men have no
idea how to get help for themselves,” he says.
“One time a wife connected with me first
and a couple of days later we sat down with
her husband and wrote his worries down on
pieces of paper.
“We soon realised a lot of them were other
people’s problems, so we burnt those, ending

Farm services

POSITIVE FEEDBACK
Doug says he’d never intended going
down this road.
But the positive feedback he gets and the
pleasure of helping others is so satisfying,
he can’t leave it alone.
He says the past five months have been
the most satisfying of his life.
“I’m also passionate about encouraging
people to continue learning throughout
their lives.
“It’s one of the best things people can do
to prevent themselves from falling into the
black hole called depression.
“People feel more comfortable telling you
about their depression when they know
you’ve been there.
“There are quite a few of us out there who,
at some stage of our lives, have got into a
bit of a struggle.
“You never know what stuff is going to be
thrown at you at some point in your life and
we all have a breaking point.
“When you learn to look at a problem as
an opportunity to be solved and start look-

MEATEATER
HOMEKILLS

Killing and processing
All beasts are hung for a minimum of 7 days
You avoid wastage and freezer burn
Qualified butchers
Our premises are purpose built and we are
Primary Industries Approved

07 871 9995

Cattle Troughs • Sheep Troughs • Pig Troughs • Cattle Stops • Septic Tanks
Culvert Pipes • Well Liners • Feed Troughs • Foot Baths • Stone Traps
Water Tanks • PVC Pipe • Efﬂuent Pipe • Alkathene LD&MD
Hansen & Anka Fittings • Fish Bait • Pool Chemicals

SPECIAL OFFER!

Bring in this ad to receive a FREE ballcock with every trough sold

Thomson Concrete
A division of H2o products and services ltd

5 Main North Road, Otorohanga Ph 07 873 8775 | www.thomsonconcrete.co.nz

FREE ADVERTISING

Quality Servicing & Repairs:

Book a space on this page for only
$45+GST per month
and you will receive a
10x4 colour advertisement FREE!
(Rotation basis/conditions apply)
Phone Janis/Sam on 07 878 1188

All types & brands of outdoor power equipment:

WAITOMO

FEDERATED Farmers says the Government’s
Climate Change target announced last week
is an ambitious one for New Zealand in
reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 30%
below 2005 levels by 2030. Spokesman
Anders Crofoot says the target is in line with
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change report which says reducing fossil
fuel use will need to be the major focus to
achieve this target. Anders says NZ’s primary sector has made huge gains in carbon
efficiency in the past three decades through
enhanced animal and plant genetics, as well
as a much greater understanding of livestock
digestion and metabolism with agricultural
emissions declining more than 20% since
1990. “The task is to work on solutions
built off an understanding of the strengths
we have as an agricultural producer, and
how best we can grow those in a manner
that improves emissions efficiency and farm
productivity.”

to advertise here, please call janis or sam on 07 878 1188

WE’VE GOT YOUR AREA COVERED!

your news, your views

ing at it in a positive light, it’s amazing how
those problems can turn into gold.”
Doug says he gets a lot of positive feedback from rural people grateful the stigma
around mental health is being broken down.
“I don’t care about the few critics who look
at me and think I’m a bit soft.
“I’ve also climbed a lot of high mountains.”

Thomson Concrete

THOMSON
CONCRETE

•
•
•
•

up with just a couple of real issues.
“After he’d dealt with the top priority
problem he rang me to say he hadn’t felt so
good for years.
“Thankfully his wife reached out. If it
had gone another week, or month, goodness
knows what would have happened.”

ews

• Ride-ons / Lawnmowers
• Chainsaws
• Linetrimmers / Brushcutters
• Hedgetrimmers
• Water Blasters / Sprayers
STIHL SHOP™ Otorohanga
4 Te Kanawa Street
Otorohanga
Phone 07 873 4016

FAGAN SHEARING
FARMERS
If you have the work,
we have the team to meet your needs.

• Top quality shearing • Professional and motivated staff
WE COVER THE KING COUNTRY/WAIKATO
Contact Neil t 07 878 5139 m 027 432 1143 e neil.fagan@xtra.co.nz
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Suicide stats “staggering”
WHILE the 169 farmers who committed suicide between 2007-8 and
2013-14 outnumbers the 112 people
who died in agricultural occupational
accidents, the suicide toll has largely
gone ‘under the wire’.
“New Zealand’s farmer suicide
rate is a national disgrace,” says
Federated Farmers health and safety
spokeswoman Katie Milne.
“After the release of those suicide
stats we asked Coronial Services (NZ
Coroners Services) to drill down into
how many farmers committed suicide
in 2013-14.
“The answer was a staggering 22
farmers, including seven women.
“Six farmers were under 24 years
old and 10 were over the age of 50.
“WorkSafe NZ’s provisional toll for
agricultural deaths covering the 2013
calendar year was 18.”
She says she doesn’t want to downplay the importance of health and
safety, but there is a huge gap in
funding for what is more visible.
“There are big disparities in funding for mental health before you get
to what’s spent rurally,” she says.
“We’re not looking for money to be
thrown willy-nilly because the website – depression.org.nz – shows how
smart spending can get cut through.

“There’s no doubt Sir John Kirwan
has saved lives and he inspired Doug
Avery – a past Landcorp Agricultural
Communicator of the Year (Story P78) – to go public.
“Programmes like this need to be
backed up on the ground in rural New
Zealand.”
She says the turnover of medical
professionals in rural areas is a big
issue and mutual trust is vital to
combatting depression and tackling
the suicide toll.
Federated Farmers’ national president Dr William Rolleston, who is a
farmer and former general practitioner, believes farmers put off going
to their GP until they have a list of
ailments.
“This ‘saving it up,’ is part of farming culture and part a lack of ready
access to the healthcare services that
they need,” says Dr Rolleston.
“It is less ‘she’ll be right’ and more
‘it can wait’, except in the case of your
physical or mental health, it usually
cannot.
“That’s a key message we need
to get out into our communities but
it is one that also needs to have the
services available.”
Katie says now the subject of farmer suicides has been brought into the

BACK UP: Federated Farmers health spokeswoman Katie Milne says mental health initiatives need to be backed up “on the
ground” in rural areas by professionals and services. FILE PIC

open, rural professionals who visit farms are being
encouraged to attend seminars about recognising
signs of depression and having conversations with
farmers who may be under stress.
“Federated Farmers would like to see support

systems in place.
“And rural GPs available to provide the services
people need when they need help.”
RURAL SUPPORT
groups P15-16

A WARM WELCOME TO ALL NEW FARMERS AND RESIDENTS TO OUR AREA
VETFOCUS is a farmer owned co-operative with a board of directors
elected from among its farmer members. The ‘return’ for being a
member and supporting the business includes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Better service delivered by passionate vets and support staff
Business profits are reinvested in the business – education,
technology and equipment
Being an incorporated society provides a significant cost benefit
which is passed on to members
Members own the business and can influence its direction through
the elected board

The team in Otorohanga aim to take care of your individual animal health
queries and supply a full range of products at competitive prices. The
range of farm supply products, coupled with a delivery service aims to
improve the efficiency in the way you operate your farming business.
As CEO, I take immense pride in the quality of staff – veterinarians, large
animal technicians, rural customer service, veterinary nurses and a team
of support staff. To ensure that staff keep to to date with advances in
animal health and welfare, VETFOCUS is highly committed to supporting
continuing education.
While 2015 has been a year of challenges, VETFOCUS has continued
to operate as a stable team. We expect farming to be the backbone of
the economy for a few years yet and we will continue to invest in staff,

equipment and research to improve your farm’s performance.
VETFOCUS is of a sufficient size to enable it to employ a widely
experienced team of veterinarians, but we are still small enough to
recognise your individual needs and special circumstances to work with
you to find the best solutions. I would personally like to invite you to join our
practice because I know you will enjoy the excellent and friendly service
that is the trademark of VETFOCUS.
Gavin Shepherd Chief Executive Officer

VETFOCUS COMPREHENSIVE SERVICES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

We allocate a primary vet to your farm
We are open Mon – Fri 8am till 5pm and Saturday 9am till 12pm
InfoVet, InCalf and Healthy Hoof advisors
Accredited Body Condition Scoring
Mastitis & milk quality investigation done in house
Ultra sound scanning & reporting
Vet Technician – de-horning, dry cow & teat seal insertion, young
stock weighing & reporting
8. Nutrition / farm management programmes
9. Interlact advisor
10. Parasite management programmes

9 Wahanui Crescent, Otorohanga | vetfocus.co.nz | 07 873 7089
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Keeping it local
Trail-er blazing project
By TODD WARD

TEAM EFFORT: Te Kuiti businesses Sorensen Transport Ltd
and Racewell (a division of McIndoe Group) combined on a
project recently to build a brand new five-axle trailer for the
carrier company’s extensive fleet.

A CUSTOM-built trailer unit born and
bred in the North King Country is starting to turn heads on roads throughout the
North Island.
Looking to include a second 50-tonne
carrier into his fleet this year, Sorensen
Transport Ltd’s managing director Peter
Needham approached long-time supplier
Domett Truck and Trailers in Tauranga
but was told he would have to wait at least
nine months.
He then contacted fellow Te Kuiti business Racewell Engineering (a division
of McIndoe Group) who said they could
complete the five-axle trailer in 15 weeks.
When combined with a 500hp Iveco
eight-wheeler truck and including a Racewell-built curtainsider behind the cab,
the entire unit measures 23m and has a
50-tonne rating.
After agreeing to build local, McIndoe

Group workshop manager Darryl Klein
approached certified engineer Marin
Vujcich of TSV Consultants Ltd in Cambridge who designed the trailer and oversaw the project from start to finish.
Although TSV provided the design and
NZ Profiles profiled the chassis (engineering blueprint), Racewell designed the rest
of the trailer and curtain-sider including
using curtain-side material for the roof
instead of the usual aluminium to provide
more flexibility.
“WE CAN”
Construction began at McIndoe Group’s
workshop on Waitete Rd in mid-March
and was completed on June 25.
“When I asked Darryl if they could
build trailers he basically said ‘we can
build anything’,” says Peter.
“We like to support local companies as
much as we can and for many years Darryl has done the engineering work and

repairs for us so that’s how it all came
together on this project.”
LOCAL TALENT
Darryl says building a trailer of this
size was a first for Racewell/McIndoe
Group.
It is already in use and part of a unit
hauling a variety of goods throughout the
central North Island.
And highlighting Sorensen’s “support
local businesses” philosophy, all of the
unit’s wiring was carried out by Otorohanga Auto Electricks Ltd, the paint work
by Spray & Bake in Otorohanga and the
signage by Signs Alone in Te Kuiti.
Peter says Sorensen’s newest fleet
member can haul a 30-tonne payload
which makes great business sense for the
Te Kuiti-based carrier company.

TO P11

You want it - We’ll make it!
• LT400 certification work • Transport repairs & maintenance
• Full stainless & aluminium fabrication work • Guillotine & pressbreaking
• Manufacturers of customised truck & trailer units - big or small
• Fabrication of stockyard equipment • Full machine shop
• Hydraulic hose manufacture & repair • Full engineering supply shop

If we haven’t got it - we can get it!
Call in or phone Darryl & Michelle to discuss your job today!

RACEWELL
ENGINEERING

www.mcindoegroup.co.nz • 44 Waitete Rd • Te Kuiti • Phone 07 878 5026
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Keeping it local
FROM P10
And to enter into the 50-tonne
payload category, a special ‘H’ application has to be made through
the New Zealand Transport Agency
which is currently underway.
“The inclusion of this trailer means
more volume can be moved against
some of our other trucks which can
only move 26 tonne,” says Peter.
“The simple reason for going bigger
is to cart more product which is more
economical for all involved including
the customer.”
TURNING HEADS
After going through the process
of hiring Racewell, who had never
before built a five-axle trailer, Peter
says it was “marvellous” to see the
finished unit.
“It’s great,” he says.
“Everything on the trailer from the
welds on up is just immaculate and I
would certainly consider going back
to Darryl again – why go out of town
when you have a local firm that can
do great work like this.
“Everyone that has seen it on the

road says it is a primo-looking truck
and when you see it going past it does
make you look twice.”
EXCITING CHALLENGE
Darryl says creating something
completely new, from scratch, was
an exciting challenge.
“For us being a small company in
Te Kuiti it was great to be given the
opportunity to build something like
this,” he says.
“I even got a call from someone
just the other night who rang to say
how good the truck looked and to say
‘well done’.
“There’s even been some feedback
about it on Facebook so interest is
really starting to grow.
“It was an honour and a privilege
to be involved.”
Both Peter and Darryl say when
you follow the truck from behind it
“tracks very well” however, no-one
knows more about the unit’s performance than driver John Samuelson.
“After driving a few different combinations of trucks over the years,
this new truck and trailer unit would
have to top the list,” he says.

PULLING POWER: A collaborative project by Te Kuiti companies Sorensen Transport Ltd and Racewell Engineering (a
division of McIndoe Group) has resulted in a custom-built five-axle trailer that took only 15 weeks to build. Pictured are Keith
Tuffery (left), Peter Needham, William Rusling and Darryl Klein.

“Its power, comfort, handling and stability on
the road is very impressive.
“This all comes down to years of knowledge
and the man hours put into it by Darryl Klein,
Dave Shaw, William Rusling [Racewell] and Neil

Wackrow who have done an awesome job from
start to finish.
“Many thanks to Ken [Sorensen] and Peter for
giving me an opportunity to operate a unit this
big and be part of the Sorensen transport family.”

SORENSEN TRANSPORT LTD
Daily to:

AUCKLAND • WHANGANUI
TAURANGA • NEW PLYMOUTH

King Country deliveries daily weekdays

Big enough to compete, small enough to care
Proud to work with and support local!
Thanks to Darryl and the team at
Racewell Engineering - McIndoe Group

Behind the wheel of another IVECO

60 KING ST WEST • TE KUITI • P: 07 878 8276 or 021 550 111

Your one stop panel & paint shop!
• Accident & rust repairs
• Cars & commercial vehicles
• Insurance repairs - stress free!
• Specialised panelbeating
• Spanesi chassis machine
• Sandblasting & spraypainting
• Courtesy cars
• Quick turnaround
• Top quality job with the latest
technology and equipment

SPRAY & BAKE
Commercial Specialists

07 873 8254

&

07 873 8832

21-23 Phillips Ave
OTOROHANGA
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Farmers’ belts
already tight

By JACQUELINE ROWARTH

Professor of Agribusiness
University of Waikato
‘PERFECT storm’, ‘farmers’ resilience’, ‘re-doing
the budget and ‘belt-tightening’ are over-used
terms.
They are also a cop out for the seriousness of
what rural New Zealand is enduring.
Low payout, environmental extremes and increasing compliance pressures have combined to
create conditions which are extremely difficult
to manage. The origin of the problem is complex.
But what is clear is that farmers have, mostly,
been behaving responsibly.
BELTS ALREADY TIGHT
Analysis by University of Waikato economics
professor Frank Scrimgeour has shown that in
the past decade, operating and capital expenditure
has been restrained over the past five years in
comparison with the first five.
The implication is that farmers have been behaving responsibly.
The second implication is that belts are already
tight.
DairyNZ (using data compiled by Statistics NZ)
reports that in the past 10 years, dairy farm input
prices (excluding interest rates) increased by 3.6%
per year on average; the general rate of inflation
was 2.5% per year on average during this time.
From June 2013 to June 2014, overall farm
inflation was 3.9% in contrast to general inflation
of 1.6%.
Factors contributing to inflation in the 12
months to June 2014 were stock grazing (more
than 20% price change), electricity (almost 15%),
supplementary feed (nearly 7%) and interest rates
(3%).
In the previous year the biggest increases were
in rates (more than 3%) administration (almost
3%) and electricity (more than 2.5%).
This means that prices paid by farmers for
inputs have increased faster than the prices they
receive for their products.
Compliance costs increased during this time

as well.
In a survey of Waikato dairy farmers, Landcorp
business manager Thomas Macdonald revealed
that the average initial capital cost of compliance
was $138,000.
In the Horizons region, Federated Farmers has
reported a figure of $110,000.
In their report on competitive challenges Rabobank economists have observed that for NZ
farmers, increasing compliance costs ‘associated
with strict environmental regulatory reform will
largely be a new production cost, negatively impacting current competitiveness’.
The costs allow continued business operation,
but add no extra income.
Industry also has a part to play.
The Meat Industry Excellence report released
earlier this year has explained the problems for
red meat.
In the dairy industry, the principal factors
determining Fonterra’s milk price (and hence the
price for most of the other companies) are largely
out of the co-operative’s control.
Although there are certainly basic relationships
between supply and demand, overall, it is very
difficult to predict the future, particularly when
consumers are involved.
Add playing internationally and the difficulties
escalate.
NEW PLAYERS
When Fonterra was formed in 2001, it represented about 95% of New Zealand’s dairy farmers
and was able to be a significant player in global
dairy trade.
Since then, new entrants into the processing sector, all of which have been private companies and
now have overseas investors, have been allowed
by the Dairy Industry Restructuring Act (DIRA).
These new entrants purchase milk without
requiring the farmer suppliers to purchase shares.
For the average farm with almost a million
dollars tied up in Fonterra shares, the potential
release of capital is significant, and supplying a
private company therefore has attractions.
Another problem is that the Milk Price Manual

THE CAN-AM

FIELD $9,564

DAY
SPECIALS

OUTLANDER L 450

JACQUELINE ROWARTH
– which is required as part of the
Dairy Industry Restructuring Act
2001 – weights towards powder and
away from ingredients.
ISSUES CLEAR
A submission to the Commerce
Commission from Synlait Milk CEO
Dr John Penno makes the issues
clear.
Fonterra has been investing domestically in added value and the
new mozzarella – made in six hours
instead of three months – is an example of success.
However, the overseas strategy
including farms in China and processing plants in Chile and Australia

COMMANDER 800 DPS & OUTLANDER 500/650cc

PAY 1/3 NOW PAY 1/3 IN 12 MONTHS PAY 1/3 IN 24 MONTHS

EX. GST

3 YEAR WARRANTY

has meant considerable investment of
farmer money with little to show in
returns to the farmer.
With the increase in milk supply overseas and encouraged in NZ,
Fonterra was second in the Top 20
milk processors’ list for 2014 (measured by milk intake by the International Farm Comparison Network).
In terms of turnover/kg milk intake, however, Fonterra was considerably behind 13 other companies –
led by Danone, Yili, Műller, Mengniu,
Bongrain, Lactalis and Nestlé – at
least three of which are now operating in NZ.

2 YEAR WARRANTY

FOR PRICING / TEST RIDE CALL 0800 020 074 OR VIEW OFFERS AT CANAMOFFROAD.COM
*Open House Event ends 31 July 2015, eligible on MY13/14/15 units only. Terms conditions and lending criteria apply. Additional finance related fees may apply. Applies to Credit Contracts with a 24 month term, provided by MTF. Offer expires 31/07/2015. Available at participating
authorised Can-Am Dealers on selected models only. Not available in conjunction with any other promotion. ^3 Year Warranty covers MY13/14/15 Can-Am Outlander & Renegade ATV’s. 2 Year Warranty covers MY13/14/15 Can-Am Commander & Maverick SSV’s.

44 Waitete Rd, Te Kuiti • P 07 878 5026 • Brent 027 212 0038
• 0800 546 246 • www.mcindoegroup.co.nz
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Farmers’ belts
already tight
FROM P12
Of importance is that Fonterra is second in milk
intake behind Dairy Farmers of America (DFA).
DFA has 14,000 farmers and a range of products
similar to those of Fonterra.
It is a co-operative that, like Fonterra, hasn’t
made the transition to a food and ingredients
company.
The Dairy Industry Restructuring Act review
announced last month by the Commerce Commission will examine whether the regulations are
helping or hindering the efficient operation of the
NZ dairy industry.
Efficiency is not all that is required.
It should be considering exactly why we have
competition in the dairy industry in NZ – ‘protecting the NZ consumer’ – is clearly not a sensible
answer given that all the new entrants are making
powder for export. It should also be reconsidering
the Milk Price Manual.
FONTERRA’S FOCUS
Fonterra’s focus should be far bigger than cuts
and reorganisations in head office.
Creating a ‘Fonterra-farms’ (focussed on farmers
and paying for milk supply) and a ‘Fonterra-foods’
(focussed on consumers and returning a dividend
to the farmers), should be being discussed as a

potentially easier model to manage.
An added advantage would be clarity for shareholders where income is being gained.
Both companies would of course, be owned by the
farmer shareholders who have invested.
Volatility in markets and climate is increasing
– the storms, perfect or not, are becoming more
frequent.
Resilience and belt tightening is not enough.
Nor is the concept of recalculating budgets that
are already being redone mentally every time
something changes.
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SERVICE PROVISION
Professor Scrimgeour’s analysis incorporating
the rising costs calculated by DairyNZ indicates
that efficiencies and productivity gains have been
achieved on farm.
“The rural service sector should now be looking
at the costs and efficiencies of their service provision,” he says.
In addition, the processing and marketing arms
of our primary sector – the co-operatives – need to
re-examine their fundamental strategies.
The Dairy Industry Restructuring Act review
is part of the process and farmers can make their
voices heard at the next round of director elections.
Campaigns have already started.

• Rural • Commercial • Domestic

• Dairy Shed Installations & Maintenance
• Effluent & Pumping Systems • Alterations & Rewires

Phone BRIAN 027 474 5473
24 HOUR BREAKDOWN SERVICE

$7.3m for ag research partnership
THE Government will invest $7.3 million over
five years in an agricultural research partnership
to improve pasture grasses and lift the performance of livestock farming.
Science and Innovation Minister Steven Joyce
and Primary Industries Minister Nathan Guy announced the decision on Thursday.
Pastoral Genomics is an industry-led research
partnership between DairyNZ, Beef+Lamb NZ,
Grasslands Innovation, NZ Agriseeds, DEEResearch, AgResearch and Dairy Australia whose
objective is to provide pastoral farmers with better
forage cultivars that will increase productivity,
profitability and environmental sustainability of
New Zealand’s pastoral farming systems.
Government funding is provided through the
Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment’s research partnerships programme and will
be matched by industry funding.
“This industry-led research is strategically im-

portant to New Zealand because it aims to increase
productivity, profitability and environmental
sustainability of pastoral farming, which is a large
part of our agricultural sector,” says Steven.
Nathan says the funding is a strong investment
into one of NZ’s most important industries.
“New Zealand farmers are the best in the world,
but we need to keep innovating and investing in
scientific research to maintain this.
“This kind of work will help us achieve our goal
of doubling the value of primary sector exports
by 2025.”
The partnership intends to use non-regulated
biotechnologies, including genomic selection that
does not involve genetic modification, to help
progress breeding and commercialisation of highperforming forages for grazing livestock.
The forage cultivars are expected to have improved nutritional content and be more resilient
to drought and disease.

WHY BUY USED
BUY NEW FOR LESS!
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Call us NOW for:
•
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Machine Testing
Annual Machine Servicing
Pre Cooling - Icebank - Chilled Water - Glycol System
Milk Pumps
Vacuum Pumps
Rubberware
Pulsation
Hot Water Systems
- Hot Water Cylinder
- Gas System
New Vat Installation
Vat Wash Systems
Vat Wash Pumps
Yard Wash Pumps
Cooler Pumps
Water Pump Service & Maintenance

Call DairyWorx on 0800 329 679
CALL IN & SEE MIKE AT JONES TRUCK & TRACTOR SERVICE
1 COTTER ST, TE KUITI P. 07 878 8127 E. office@jtts.co.nz
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ON BOARD: Rangitoto farmer William Oliver has been appointed to the Deer Industry NZ board for a three-year term which
began on July 1.

ALL
Rural
Commercial
Domestic
New Installations and
Maintenance

24 HOURS • Mob 0275 238 269
PO Box 226, Otorohanga, Fax 07 873 7544 • bevanz.electrical@xtra.co.nz

BEST EQUIPMENT
BEST SERVICE
Phone: 07 873 7956

Hours: Monday - Friday: 7.30am-5.30pm | Saturday: 8am - 1pm
Turongo St, Otorohanga

Oliver takes up
deer board post

RANGITOTO farmer William Oliver is taking
his passion for deer farming to the next level.
Last month the 48-year-old was appointed to the
Deer Industry NZ (DINZ) board for a three-year
term following a round of “robust” interviews by
the Deer Farmers Association’s selection and appointments panel.
Panel chairman Paddy Boyd says William was
one of three “highly skilled” candidates vying for a
vacant producer position on the eight-strong board.
“It is very reassuring in terms of governance
and succession to have people of William’s calibre
standing for the board, especially at a time when
Deer Industry NZ has major initiatives underway
to build deer farm profitability and to halt the
decline in the national herd,” says Paddy
William and his wife Karen operate two separate
farming businesses in the North King Country
running 16,000 stock units – deer, sheep and cattle – as well as cropping and forestry.
In 2014 the Olivers won the inaugural Silver
Fern Farms Plate to Pasture award, which recognised their vision, sustainable best practice and
production of premium quality venison.
William, whose three-year term began on July
1, says playing a governance role on the DINZ

board reflects his commitment to the industry and
confidence in the future of venison production and
strengthening returns.
BOARD FOCUS
He says the board’s focus for the coming years
is to work with the Government on the newly established Primary Growth Partnership (PGP) programme targeting the production and marketing
of venison to deliver $56 million in extra revenues
a year from the end of the seven-year strategy.
“I’ve been farming deer since 1994 because they
are a brilliant animal to farm,” says William.
“I don’t have to dag them, they’re easy to move
and they’re profitable.
“Prices have been very stable with venison and
velvet for the past five years and that’s great for a
farmer in terms of budgeting for the future.
“So it’s a great honour to be appointed to the
DINZ board and also a very exciting time to be involved in the deer industry at a governance level.”
The DINZ board meets every two months with
the next meeting in Tekapo followed by Wellington
and Te Anau.
William replaces Wanaka farmer Jerry Bell
who retired from the board at the end of his term.
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Wellbeing the Call – it’s okay
focus of rural
group’s event
“But it was very useful to fill in
the gaps and learn new information
which will make a difference to our
farm profitability.”
She says meeting monthly for three
months, the women got to know each
other well which encouraged them to
speak up.
“Sometimes women can feel they
don’t have a lot to contribute, but we
realise now that’s not the case.
“It was very much about having
confidence in what we know and
how we can better contribute to our
business.”

A GROUP of women have formed a
network to help them lift their influence on the profitability of their sheep
and beef farms.
Co-ordinated by Mahoenui farmers
Jo Gaston and Joy Jeffries, the King
Country Women’s Rural Network
aims to increase members’ in-depth
knowledge on a wide range of agricultural topics.
The group met at an ‘Understanding Your Farming Business’ course
held in Te Kuiti earlier this year run
by the Agri-Women’s Development
Trust and funded by the Red Meat
for Profit Partnership.
“We found it very worthwhile and
gained many valuable skills such as
measuring farm performance, interpreting financial documents and
strategic planning,” says Jo.
“Speaking personally it was exciting to realise you actually did know
quite a lot.

FOCUS DAYS
Bolstered by the course, the women recently formed the networking
group to continue their rural-based
learning experiences and are organising focus days to include other rural
women outside the group.
TO P16

WHEN times are tough on the farm or in the
family North King Country farmers can call 0800
787 254.
That’s the 24/7 helpline for the Waikato-Hauraki-Coromandel Rural Support Trust.
Formed 10 years ago, the charitable trust lends
a hand when circumstances beyond farmers’
control lead to a crisis – be it personal, financial
or climatic.
Chairman Neil Bateup says sometimes “getting it off your chest” is a good place to start and
there are 14 volunteers in the region ready to
travel to where they’re needed.
“We really encourage any farmer who’s feeling
on edge to call our 0800 number so they can be put
in touch with a Rural Support volunteer who’ll
take it from there,” says Neil.
“Every situation is different, every call is
totally confidential and the service is free. We
work with people one-to-one to help them with
whatever situation they’re in.”
He says it is often difficult to make that call for
help, but it is vitally important a person battling
depression speaks to someone, be it their wife,
partner, a neighbour, friend or field rep.
“That’s the important first step on the road to
recovery. Sometimes a depressed person doesn’t
like to make the call themselves, so if you know
someone who’s feeling down, you can ask if it’s
okay to call the Rural Support Trust on their
behalf.
“Obviously the person needs to give their con-

sent and having someone make the first move for
them is often a weight off their shoulders.
Neil says the trust gives support for as long
as it’s needed.
“We don’t aim to solve every situation ourselves, but we help walk people through the
process of getting the right professional help
they need.”
Trust volunteers are mainly farmers or exfarmers, men and women, and most of them have
had “a fair bit of life experience”.
Neil says they are all good communicators
and some have other helpful skills, such as accountancy or farm advisory. They have generally
been active in their communities and are well
respected “good people”.
“Farmers shouldn’t feel afraid or embarrassed
to contact us for help because depression is not
uncommon. It’s across all sectors and is nothing
to be ashamed of. It’s just an illness people can
– and do – recover from very well.
“Don’t try to hide it. Let’s actually deal with it
and move on to better things.”
Unfortunately Kiwi blokes are pretty good at
putting on a tough front.
So Neil encourages people to talk about it more
so depression is recognised as an illness which is
common and treatable.
He says the website Sir John Kirwan supports – depression.org – has a good rural section
where farmers have shared their experiences
with depression.

USED STOCK CLEARANCE
ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST
$7595

2009 YAMAHA YFM700

Extremely tidy, EFI, 700cc water cooled engine,
front & rear carriers, CVT auto trans,
22,000kms, 1963hrs.

$5495

2009 SUZUKI LTA400

Sold new in 2009, CVT trans, fuel injected,
manual trans, 2WD/4WD, disc front & drum rear
brakes, 22,545kms.

$5995

2011 POLARIS SPORTSMAN 400 HO
Like new, 15,147kms, 2WD/4WD option,
cvt auto trans, disc brakes,
good tyres.

$5495

2010 SUZUKI LTF400F KQ

Ex drystock, 1972hrs, 21,037kms,
new tyres, 2WD/4WD selectable, hi-lo,
manual with auto clutch.

$5995

2010 SUZUKI LTA450

One owner, EFI, hi/lo auto trans, good downhill engine
braking, 2WD/4WD & difflock, ind rear suspension with
sway bar, 21,034kms.

$11,995

2012 POLARIS RANGER 500:

Excellent cond, 8269kms, 968hrs, EFI, 1WD/2WD, &
AWD, hi/lo CVT auto trans, full ROPS & safety belts,
winch, roof, park brake lock, tow hitch.

$5995

2007 HONDA TRX420FM

One drystock owner, very tidy, bull bars, bearclaw
tyres, tray extn, seat cover, tow bar, 5 spd manual auto
clutch, 2wd/4wd optional, 24552kms.

$6995

2011 SUZUKI LT-A500XP

Power steering, CVT auto, with full off-throttle engine
braking, push button 2WD/4WD & difflock, EFI,
2158hrs, 20,689kms.

$7995

2011 POLARIS SPORTSMAN 550XP

4 stroke water-cooled engine, EFI, electronic 2WD/4WD,
electronic power steering, full bull bars, mag wheels,
6700kms

$10,995

2012 SUZUKI LTA750XP

One drystock own/op, new tyres, power steering, push
button 2WD/4WD & difflock, hi/lo belt drive auto with full
off the throttle engine braking, 12,560kms & just 995hrs.

$15,000

2012 POLARIS RANGER DIESEL 900

Very good cond, 1 owner, super fuel efficient, tip deck
with towing capacity 907kg, 2WD/4WD & turf modes,
glass screen w/wiper, poly roof, 3 seats, 11,149kms.

$7995

2015 POLARIS SPORTSMAN ACE

32HP ProStar engine, auto trans, on demand AWD/2WD,
EFI, 680kg towing capacity, ROPS, nets & seat belt,
4233kms.

All used stock is fully serviced. Buy with confidence from a LMVD.

BIKE TORQUE OTOROHANGA
4 Maniapoto St // 07 873 8196
Degan Wallace 021 285 1635 • Email otosales@biketorque.co.nz
Ian Atkins 027 446 4849 • Email ian@biketorque.co.nz

Check out these & more bikes on our website
www.biketorque.co.nz
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Wellbeing focus of rural group’s event
FROM P15
The first, in Te Kuiti on July 29,
is about farm safety and wellbeing.
“New regulations mean we’re having to change the way we operate in
terms of farm safety and rural life can
be isolating for men and women so we
need to know more about recognising
signs of depression,” says Jo.
“There are so many people suffering without knowing how to help
themselves or other family members.
“There is a need for rural networks
like ours to bring people together
and get them talking about what’s
happening to them. The first thing is
recognising the problem, the second
is learning what to do and getting
support.”
She says the group’s members
strongly believe there is a real need
for rural women to learn more about
their industry so they can have a positive impact on their farm businesses.
“Women are 50% of the farming
partnership and I think they have
untapped potential for increasing the
uptake of valuable farming informa-

tion. We are working closely with the
Mid Northern North Island Farmers
Council to avoid replicating existing
programmes.
“By having a women-oriented
learning day we hope to create a
relaxed dynamic that encourages
questions and interaction. Sometimes
women feel a little awkward coming
forward at mainly male-dominated
fieldays.
“We are always welcome at men’s
fieldays of course, but women can
feel a little bit uncomfortable about
speaking up.”
SPEAKERS
A variety of speakers will introduce
their organisations and future learning opportunities at the July 29 focus
day sponsored by Beef + LambNZ.
Jo says the plan is to give the
women a taste of what’s available so
they can choose the best courses for
their own situations.
FarmSafe, Farmstrong, St John,
HarzardCo, the Maniapoto Family
Violence Intervention Network and

WOMEN’S NETWORK: Women of all ages in all stages of farming including Kelly Brears (left), Joy Jeffries, Trina Marriott,

Jenni Templeton, Ruth Richards, Anna Price, Wendy Gawne and Jo Gaston have formed the King Country Women’s Rural
Network to lift their influence on farm profitability. PHOTO SUPPLIED

others will be represented at the focus day, with
Matiere shepherd Anita Kendrick, who is confined
to a wheelchair as a result of a quad bike accident,
the guest speaker.

The focus day is at St Andrew’s Church Hall
from 9.30am-2.15pm.
For more information, contact Mrs Gaston or
Mrs Jeffries.

ONE OFF SPECIAL

DEMONSTRATOR CLEARANCE
ONLY
500DPSON 2013 MODELS
$10,870
excl GST
650XT
$12,850
excl GST
Outlander
500 DPS $13,999
normally
$14,799
800SSV
$18,260
excl GST
Outlander
800 DPS $21,999
normally
$23,499
LIMITED STOCK
Outlander
400 MAX $11,300
normally $13,379
450L
$9111 excl GST (2 only)
All prices $18,000
GST inclusive
650XT 6x6
excl GST (1 only)
Outlander 400 $7391 excl GST (1 only)
Outlander 500 DPS EX DEMO WITH
FULL FARM KIT $11,304 excl GST (1 only)

Phone for a
demo today!

*Specials not part of CanAm 1/3 1/3 1/3 promotion

On Farm Servicing Available

Phone
a 775
demo
Brent 027
212 0038 •for
Steve 021
921
44 Waitete Road, TeTODAY!
Kuiti p: 07 878 5026
• 0800 546Brent
246 www.mcindoegroup.co.nz
027 212 0038

On farm servicing available

© 2001 Bombardier Recreational Products Inc. All rights reserved.
®™ and the BRP logo are trademarks of Bombardier Recreational Products Inc or its affiliates.
44Renegade.
Waitete
Rd,
Te Kuiti
• 07 878 5026
** Extended warranty covers MY11 and MY12 Can-Am Outlander and
For futher
information
visit www.brp.com/en-AU
THElast
ULTIMATE
Cash back offer while stocks
and on RIDE
MY11 & MY12 Can-am
Renagade
& Outlander
only
0800
546
246models
• www.mcindoegroup.co.nz
TM

Commander
800R

Outlander
650 XT

Outlander
500 DPS
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Let’s keep on the grass
WE all know the importance of maintaining high pasture utilisation.
It is New Zealand’s main competitive
advantage over other countries, whose main
competitive advantage is large domestic
markets and access to far cheaper supplements than us.
So it makes sense to farm to our strengths;
that is to grow as much pasture in our temperate climate and then get the four-legged
machines to harvest it for us.
This year I hope that we will see a refocus
on better pasture management.
I believe that some good pasture management skills have been lost in the past
20 years.
One reason for this has been the increased
availability of supplements that are only a
phone call away to bail a farm out of a feed
deficit.
What is there to lose on your farm?
For an average sized farm in the Waikato
growing 15 tonnes of DM/ha each year there
is 1.8 million kilograms DM to manage each
year on your farm.

ture utilisation?
You can only manage what
you measure, so do regular
farm walks, at least every two
weeks.
At this time of the year it’s
important to sit down and
make a plan as to how you will
manage the different mobs and
match this up with the right
paddocks and pasture cover.
I would argue that four of
By Darren Sutton
RESEARCH
the most critical farm walks
FarmWise
you should do this spring are
There is plenty of research
Consultant
on August 1 and 15, September
that shows the most profitable
1 and 15, as this is when you
farms also have the highest
pasture utilisation compared with poorer get through the tightest part of the winter
and spring and are making critical feeding
performing businesses.
All farmers, regardless of which farm decisions that will influence cow production
system they want to operate, must measure and dictate pasture quality for October and
and manage their main source of feed – that November.
Targets right now as we head into spring
which is grown on farm.
Profitable system five farms know this should be residuals of 1100-1200 for springers and dry mobs (3-4 hours total grazing in
and never lose sight of this fact.
So what should you do to maximise pas- fine weather), colostrums 1600 and milkers
Think about that.
That is a huge number and
also means huge potential to be
frugal with this feed or wasteful.
The main area of waste is
through poor management
of allocating feed to different
mobs at different times of the
year allowing the wrong residuals being left.

1500-1550.
These residuals are the number one target and management tool for maximising
pasture growth rates, utilisation, quality
and achieving cow intakes that strike the
right balance of needs for both the cows
and pasture.
USEFUL TOOLS
Use your plate meter before breaking a
paddock up to accurately assess the correct
break size.
Then use the plate meter again to assess
if you did hit the right target.
Use a spring rotation planner to ensure
you get through to balance date with enough
pasture to effectively feed your cows.
Use the Pasture App in MINDA Land
and Feed or another programme to collect
pasture covers.
These programmes can also rank your
paddocks into the highest to lowest performers – excellent information when deciding
which paddock to crop or renovate.
TO P18

WIN CASH

lamb bain laubscher
RURAL LAWYERS FOR RURAL CLIENTS

FOR YOUR SCHOOL

Areas of Practice
• Asset Protection
• Commercial Law

including Sale & Purchase of Businesses

• Commercial Leases
• Company Law
• Conveyancing

Purchase Waikato Milking Systems rubberware from Qubik
before 31 August 2015, nominate your primary school and
they could win one of three cash prizes!

Rural, Residential & Subdivisions

• Employment Law
• Estate Planning
• ETS & Forestry
• Relationship Property Law
• Rural Law
• Trust Law
• Wills & Estate Administration
• Wind Farming
127 Rora Street, P.O. Box 412 Te Kuiti 3941
P 07 878 1011 F 07 878 6693 E sam@lbllaw.co.nz
W www.lbllaw.co.nz

Te Awamutu
2 Livingstone Brothers Ln
P: 07 871 6781

Otorohanga
12 Progress Drive
P: 07 873 8500

4 Standard Liners for
only $19.95
OR
Buy 3 Quadrant Square
Barrel Liners & get
1 FREE!

Putaruru
89 Tirau Street
P: 07 883 3423

INSIDE & OUT: WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED

WE’VE GOT A MASSIVE RANGE OF SHEDS AND FENCING SUPPLIES & A SUPERB RANGE OF KITCHENS

FENCING
SUPPLIES
PlaceMakers

KITCHENS

• 2000MM 2.1M POST
• 123 2.4 RAIL (1-4 RAIL FENCE)
• 17.5MPA CONCRETE

CONSIDERING A KITCHEN?
CONSIDER PLACEMAKERS.

• cabinetry made in new zealand (excluding hardware) • soft-close cupboards & drawers
with european made soft close hardware
•
lifetime warranty on internal hardware
•
15 year warranty on cabinetry •
ISO14001 environmentally certified moisture
resistant board • a range of solutions to suit any budget

PLACEMAKERS TE KUITI TE KUMI RD, TE KUITI 07 878 8149

PLACEMAKERS TE KUITI TE KUMI RD, TE KUITI 07 878 8149

• QUARTER ROUND NO2 H4 1.8M POST
• NO1 FENCE BATTEN 1.2M
• 2.50MM 25KG HT WIRE
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FROM P17
There are plenty of other feed allocation apps out there that crunch all
the numbers to get to the information
you need.
USE INFORMATION
Don’t just collect the information
– use it.
Take time to think and plan how
to best use the feed wedge you have
in front of you.
It is far better to use the data to
make feed management adjustments
in a timely manner that is proactive
and cheaper rather than reactive and
more expensive.
There is often a disconnection be-

tween the person making the main
feeding decisions and the staff that
view the results.
It is vital that all feeding decision
results are known and fed back to the
main feed-planner for them to adjust
as required to stay within the correct
residual ranges.
Think about what ways this is best
done on your farm.
For more information I recommend
you take the time to read the DairyNZ Technical Series from August
2014.
You can download the publication
from the feed section on their website.
Start measuring your pastures so
you can manage your main feed asset
to its full potential.

University VC resigns
DR Andrew West has resigned as vice-chancellor of
Lincoln University after three years. Dr West says: “I
am proud of what the university has achieved under
my leadership. It has been a fabulous three years and
Lincoln is on track to become one of the world’s truly
great land-based universities. However, my commitment
of time, energy and focus has been so great that it is
now appropriate that I refocus on my family who live in
the Waikato and on my very elderly parents who live in
England. I wish the university every future success. It is a
fabulous place to study.”
Chancellor Tom Lambie acknowledged Dr West’s significant contribution. “In the past three years under Dr
West Lincoln has focused on its land-based specialisation through qualification reforms, revitalisation of capability, in-principle investment of $100 million by the

Government and growth in student enrolments.”
Board appointments to Landcorp
FORMER Invercargill MP and farmer Eric Roy has been
appointed to the board of directors of Landcorp Farming Limited, while acting chairperson Traci Houpapa has
been reappointed to the position fulltime. Eric spent two
decades serving Southland as an electorate and list MP
for the National Party retiring from Parliament last year.
He has a long involvement in the primary sector and
currently farms two properties in Te Anau and leases
a holding in the Hokonui Hills. Traci was appointed to
the Landcorp board in May 2010 and has held the acting chair role since May 2014. She holds a number of
directorships and ministerial appointments and chairs
the Federation of Maori Authorities, Te Uranga B2 Incorporation and the National Advisory Council for the
Employment of Women.

BARBARA KURIGER

MP FOR TARANAKI-KING COUNTRY

A proud supporter of Rural
and Provincial New Zealand
ELECTORATE OFFICE CONTACT:
A: 25 Roche Street, Te Awamutu
P: 07 870 1005
E: Kuriger.Teawamutu@parliament.govt.nz
W: www.barbarakuriger.co.nz
F: facebook.com/BarbaraKurigerMP
Authorised by Barbara Kuriger MP,
Parliament Buildings, Wellington

www.national.org.nz

MORE RETURNS FOR YOUR WOOL
WITH ELDERS PRIMARY WOOL
Jewedy Drench

MORE RETURNS FOR
YOUR WOOL WITH
ELDERS PRIMARY WOOL
We are a nationwide company with local wool stores
and local wool staff. Our team will support you with
excellent advice and expertise to deliver maximised
returns for your sheep business.
• Specialist advice for Romney, Perendale and crossbred wool
• Elders is the world’s largest broker of greasy wool
• No marketing levies

Talk to your local Elders Primary Wool Representative
about maximising the returns on your wool clip.

TE KUITI/TAUMARUNUI
Daryl Croad 027 241 3913
Peter Lange 027 241 6483
Peter Natzke
5289
Andrew
Jardine 027 445
397 7005

www.eldersprimary.co.nz
North King Country

Next issue August 11
WAITOMO
your news, your views

ews

07 878 6055

KA11057
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Pre-lamb drenching is it a waste of time?
over six farms.
READING a recent article in the NZ
To get good statistical power
Farmer, you would certainly gain the
and to be able to draw accurate
perspective that pre-lamb drenching is a
and meaningful conclusions, much
waste of time – however, does this media
higher numbers would be required.
article really report the true findings of
Both treated and untreated ewes
the $650,000 study in the Wairarapa and
remained together in the same mob
how was it structured?
to ensure that was no confounding
Did it reflect normal farmer practices?
of treatment with paddock effects.
Was it a good use of farmer-funded reHowever, being run with the
search money?
capsuled ewes meant that the unIn 1998, our own veterinary practice
treated ewes’ offspring still would
did some research on three local farms
By Richard Atkinson
have received the benefit of cleaner
in Mahoenui, Piopio and Aria, with the
Veterinarian BVSc
pastures, and this would be expectassistance of TBG funding ($3500) on the
Atkinson & Associates
ed to influence lamb growth rates.
benefits of both moxidectin injection and
Lambs were tagged at birth –
white drench capsules.
In this study, we had three mobs of 100 twin- how much mismothering did this cause?
Although ewes were body condition scored to enbearing ewes on each farm, so 900 ewes in total.
sure that treatment and control groups contained
THREE MOBS
sheep of similar varied condition and that no bias
One mob was given nothing, one mob was given existed, capsules were not targeted to specific
moxidectin and the other was given a white drench sub-groups of the ewe flock (i.e. young or lightcapsule. All mobs had the same stocking rate and conditioned ewes) in which their use is intended
were run in a similar fashion although treatment for, and in which a positive economical outcome
would be expected.
groups were paddocked separately.
All ewes were weighed prior to lambing and
again at weaning. Lambs were weighed at wean- OUR ADVICE

VARIABLES
If we look at the study, however, there are a lot
of variables that can’t be eliminated from on-farm
studies.
For the main study designed to address the question regarding the production response following
capsuling of ewes 2-3 weeks prior to lambing, the
study size in year 2 involved only 854 ewes spread

NZM rollout new luxury carpet
THE New Zealand Merino Company (NZM)
has secured a new $3 million contract to supply
wool for an innovative carpet range. NZM has
supplied the wool to Godfrey Hirst Carpets over
the past year for production trials of the new car-

Quality and professional advice to
farmers and businesses
Expert taxation planing
A friendly and personalised service
Family trust management
We have accountants in Otorohanga,
Te Awamutu, Te Kuiti and Taumarunui
to visit your farm or business as you
require.

DIRECTORS

David Bailey
Robert Ingham
Cheyne Waldron

ASSOCIATE DIRECTORS

Layne Kerr, Kelly Bair, Bridget Morgan,
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Jayne Adams, Tracey Hall,
Rebecca Lynch, Vanessa Neustroski

ASSOCIATE CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Michael Crook, Shellee Hazeldon, Carolyn
Perrett, Chrissy Beck

18 Maniapoto Street, Otorohanga Freephone 0800 482 928
In our veterinary practice, we only advise farmTaumarunui 07 895 7312
www.baileyingham.co.nz
ers to treat if their ewes are in lighter condition
and/or if they are likely to have insufficient pasture
cover for lambing.
There was no indication of what the parasite
pasture challenge (level on contamination) was on
any of these farms.
For all your wool
For all your wool
There was no indication of drench resistance
requirements
requirements
status on these properties. Were all the drench
Ph: Michael Youngman
Ph: Michael Youngman
07 878
8520 8520
07 878
8520 8520
07 878
Te Kuiti
07 878
actives even effective?
For all your
wool
For all your wool Te Kuiti
Selenium and cobalt (in the drench capsule)
was
requirements
requirements
cited as the possible reason for some of the positive
Ph: Michael Youngman
Ph: Michael Youngman
results in the Wairarapa study. All the work
07 878
8520 8520 For all your wool Te Kuiti
07 878
8520 8520
Te done
Kuiti
07 878
07 For
878
all your wool
in the Northern King Country trial used plain
requirements
RYOUR
U R ARURAL
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O L BUY
LIN
requirements
WOOL
RYOUR
U R ARURAL
L WO
O
L BUYER
LINK
WOOL
drench capsules and Eweguard (i.e. with no added
Ph: Michael Youngman
Ph: Michael Youngman
selenium or cobalt).
07 878
8520 8520
Te Kuiti
07 878
07 878
8520 8520
Te Kuiti
07 878
The Wairarapa climate differs from many other
RYOUR
U R ARURAL
L WO
O L BUYER
LINK
WOOL
RYOUR
U R ARURAL
L WO
O L BUYER
LINK
WOOL
regions of New Zealand. Should conclusions from
this study be taken and blindly applied to areas
with completely different climates like the King
U R ARURAL
L WO
O L BUYER
LINK
RYOUR
U R ARURAL
L WO
O L BUYER
L I N K RYOUR
WOOL
WOOL
Country?
FOR ALL YOUR WOOL REQUIREMENTS
So for all the money spent on this Wairarapa
Ph Michael Youngman
study I don’t see that we have any further informaTe Kuiti 07 878 8520
tion than what was available before.
The take-home message from all the studies
that have been done on this subject is that, although treating ewes pre-lamb with long-acting
anthelmintics always does pose some risk in the
selection for anthelmintic resistance, when the
right sub-group of the flock is specifically targeted
for treatment a farmer is likely to experience a
positive economic outcome.
The viewpoint taken in this article is my own
professional opinion and intended for the King
Country area.
Opinions of other experts across the country are
likely to vary for their own regions.

RURAL WOOL
RURAL WOOL
LINK LTD
LINK LTD
RURAL WOOL
RURAL WOOL
LINK LTD
LINK LTD
RURAL WOOL
RURAL WOOL
LINK LTD
LINK LTD
3420632AA

RURAL WOOL
LINK LTD
3420632AA

3420632AA

3420632AA

3420632AA

3420632AA

ing.
Faecal egg counts (FECs) were taken from ewes
every week from pre-lamb until weaning. Lamb
FECs were taken at docking, crutching and again
at weaning.
FECs in ewes reached 1200 eggs per gram (epg)
post-lambing in all control groups but were effectually nil in treatment groups. FECs in lambs
reached up to 2000 epg in control groups by eight
weeks of age, but were less than 200 epg at weaning in all treatment groups.
Weight responses in ewes and lambs were variable however, there was an overall positive weight
response in treated lambs by 2-3kg at weaning.
There was almost always a positive response in
dag score.
In the same year, Merial performed a similar
trial on a Mokauiti farm and ended up with similar
results.
A number of vets around the country have also
performed their own trial work on local farms and
reported similar results.
When you read the published research papers
on the Wairarapa study, rather than the media
release, we see the same variable results that
everyone else has recorded, but on average there
was a net economic gain. Some farms, however,
returned a negative economic gain.

Providing:

YOUR RURAL WOOL BUYER

pet range, marketed by its Feltex Carpets brand
under ‘The Merino Collection’ banner.
The new collection combines the soft, luxurious
qualities of Merino wool with the resilience and
durability of strong wool. It will be launched nationwide by Feltex Carpets this month.
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Feed Less - Save Money
a cost effective way to feed your dog without sacrificing quality

Mighty Mix dog food products combine raw and cooked ingredients, providing the highest quality protein sources, vitamins
and minerals; essential for sustaining energy, and promoting a long and healthy life for your dog.

Free on farm delivery

for orders and quotes call Ross or Janis MacDonald P 07 878 3361 M 021 1268 392

LOAD UP

AND SAVE

That’s a GREAT RATE
from your MATES

%
2.99 Finance*conditions apply

Flexible

Save OnMF5400
ALLSeries:
MF5400
Models
82-155 hp
EXAMPLE:

MF5430 - 92HP

FROM $

4WD CABIN WITH STOLL FS10 LOADER

MODELS ADVERTISED MAY DIFFER FROM
PHOTOGRAPH

WAIKATO TRACTORS LTD
After Hours Phone:

Finance packages
available

88,500 +GST

Kahikatea Drive, Hamilton Phone 07 843 7237
Visit our website www.waikatotractors.co.nz

John Metcalfe 07 843 7953 Ted Murphy 07 889 1505 Keith Stewart 07 854 4048 Glenn Greay 027 243 1750 Neil Lawrence 027 654 0913
30% deposit required. The GST component is due in 3rd month. Subject to normal lending criteria. Conditions Apply. OFFER ENDS JULY 31, 2015

NOW TAKING BOOKINGS
FOR YOUR WINTER WEED
SPRAYING REQUIREMENTS

Book now for your winter weed spraying
and topdressing requirements.
Rotor Work offers the best price in the
market, making it even more affordable
to have a clean farm this year.

CALL US TODAY 0800 2 ROTOR (0800 276 867) | WWW.ROTORWORK.CO.NZ

